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•The Castle Meadow Low Emission Zone is one of a 

series of measures within Civitas SMILE helping make 

Norwich more sustainable and more people-friendly

•It is a fine example of cooperation between local 

authorities – the City of Norwich and Norfolk County 

Council – the University of East Anglia, and local bus 

companies taking action to reduce vehicle emissions

•Within Civitas SMILE, Norwich and Norfolk are working 

with partners across Europe developing ways to make 

cities lower carbon, more pleasant and more liveable 



Norwich does not have a 
major traffic pollution 
problem 

Compared to some cities 
today or to our own cities a 
few decades ago



In the UK traffic has replaced 
coal as the major source of 
atmospheric pollution 

Which is why there is a 
Low Emission Zone for 
NO2 across the whole of 
London

Above WHO (and UK) air quality guideline 
for NO2: 40 µg/m3 annual mean

M25!



In Norwich, there are three smallish areas where modelling 
suggested that NO2 levels might increase to above the WHO 
and UK recommended annual mean limit of 40 µg/m3 



•At these relatively low mean levels, NO2 in the street is unlikely 

to cause any significant health problems

•But NO2 is usually associated with other pollutants such as 

fine particles from traffic and other sources – so keeping NO2 

below a 40 µg/m3 annual mean level helps reassure that other 

pollutants are also at acceptable levels

•NO2 is a precursor for ozone which can cause health problems 

in susceptible individuals so this is another reason to keep NO2 

levels low

•The dominant source of NO2 in urban areas is oxidation of NO 

from vehicle exhausts



Man-made sources of nitrogen oxides 

WHO Europe, Air Quality Guidelines, Global Update 2005



Castle Meadow LEZ Measures include

•Restrict daytime access to buses, taxis and delivery vehicles

•Work with bus operators to upgrade bus fleets

Fit SCR, new engines and new buses

•Introduce Eco-Driving instruction for bus and taxi drivers

Over one hundred drivers on free course

•Buses to switch off engines when stationary

Action at Grapes Hill is already reducing NO2 levels and action 
at St Augustine’s will do the same



Increasingly stringent NOx emission levels kick in for 
new diesel engined vehicles 



Retrofit with SCR (Selective Catalytic Reduction) reduces 
oxides of nitrogen from existing diesel engine vehicles 



In support of the LEZ, UEA is obtaining monthly 
measurements of NO2 at 20 locations around Norwich



UEA has also been working with First Group and Anglian 
Bus to promote use of biodiesel from sustainable sources



Real-time exhaust gas monitoring by UEA demonstrates 
graphically the impact of revs on NO emissions; this is why 
turning engines off can have a big impact on NOx emissions



Equally important as vehicle upgrades is helping people find 
ways to reduce car use

Local car share partnership includes UEA and County Council



Another Civitas SMILE project managed by UEA helps inform 
people about alternatives to the car

Both at UEA and also 
advising residents at 2,500 

houses in Norwich



At UEA:
Derek Bowden, Kerry Davis, Dawn Dewar, Pete Metcalfe

At Norfolk County Council:
Chris Mitchell, Jonathan Taylor and many colleagues

At Norwich City Council:
Andy Watt and many colleagues

At Anglian Bus:
Andrew Pursey, David Pursey and colleagues

At First Bus:
Peter Iddon and colleagues

Many colleagues and partners have worked together to create this Low 
Emission Zone and progress related projects; including



Launch of Castle Meadow
Low Emission Zone, 30 July 2008 

One of a group of measures helping reduce 

pollution, reduce traffic and reduce greenhouse 

gas emissions that are helping make Norwich a 

more pleasant and more sustainable city

Thank you
Bruce Tofield, UEA, Norwich, b.tofield@uea.ac.uk


